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Should we be afraid of AI?g

“Large neuronal networks today have a maximum
of 1 million nodes but consume the energy of a
nuclear power plant. The human brain has 84
billion neurons and runs on a slice of bread.”

Chris Boos, AI expert and founder of Arago



AI increases inequality, not unemployment

 Computer storage cost fell dramatically...

 ...but so did job destruction...

 But inequality
 increased!
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The four inequality challenges of AIg

Rising demand for skills

Secular (wage) stagnation

Winner-takes-all with AI

Granular discrimination
I Enhances matching efficiency....
I ...but increases price discrimination
I and perpetuates historical biases
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What about developing countries?

Dependent variable: World Developed Developing
Employment (in logs) countries countries
robot stock −0.055∗∗ −0.044∗∗ −0.029∗∗∗ −0.034∗∗∗ −0.343∗∗∗ -0.329

(0.028) (0.018) (0.009) (0.009) (0.112) (0.480)
robot stock × labour intensity -0.023 0.012 -0.011

(0.044) (0.019) (0.411)
labour intensity 0.007 0.015 0.002 0.001 -0.016 -0.010

(0.008) (0.015) (0.005) (0.005) (0.021) (0.217)
N 477 477 360 360 117 117
R2 0.84 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.35 0.38

Note: Regressions include country and industry fixed effects. Trends are the coefficients of regressions on
a linear trend. Robust standard error in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗, ∗∗, ∗ ∗ ∗ indicate significance
at 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01. Controls: value added, wage. Estimates are weighted by sectoral employment in
2005.

Estimated equation:

Nij = β0 + β1robotsij + β2robotsij × li2005 + β3li2005 + β4VAij + β5Wij + uij.



Emotional intelligence trumps STEM



New forms of taxation to ensure protection



Maintaining a level playing field



Public infrastructure to promote AI



Man vs machine: More than meets the eye

Structural transformation
...is a constant feature of our economies
...might bring more inequality

AI promises large productivity gains
...including in low-skilled sectors
...with strong boost for developing
countries

Preparing businesses
...prepare workforce to use digital
technologies
...be aware of significant up-scaling costs

AI transforms capitalism
...creates challenges for sharing wealth
...and requires international cooperation



Want to know more?g

 

 

Thank you!

 

 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---cabinet/documents/publication/wcms_647306.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---inst/documents/publication/wcms_645871.pdf

